
Notebook Cover Workshop    May 21, 2016      Vicki Smith 

Fits Notebook Size 7” x 9 ½” (I used Mead Five Star 2 subject notebook for mine.) 

Supplies  

 3/8 yard pre-quilted fabric    OR      ¾ yard regular fabric that you will quilt **See Below** 

 ½ yard contrasting fabric for lining and binding  (just enough for binding if you are quilting your 

own fabric) 

 1” piece of hook and loop tape 

 1 (1 1/8” diameter) button 

 7” x 9 ½” spiral-bound notebook 

Cut before class - From pre-quilted fabric, cut: 

 1 (20” x 10 ½”) rectangle 

 1 (5 ¼” x 10 ½”) wide flap 

 1 (3” x 10 ½”) narrow flap 

 1 (4” x 5”) pen pocket 

From contrasting fabric, cut  

 1 (3” x 10 ½”) narrow flap lining 

 1 (4” x 5”) pen pocket lining 

 (2 ½” wide) bias strips.  Join strips to make about 72” of bias for binding. 

My notebook is fabric that I quilted and then trimmed down to above sizes.  You will also need a bit 

more binding to bind the narrow flap and the pen pocket. 

**Here are the measurements for quilting you own: 

Main fabric: 

 2 (21” x 11 ½”) rectangles 

 2 (6 ¼” x 11 ½”) wide flap 

 2 (4” x 11 ½”) narrow flap 

 2 (5” x 6”) pen pocket 

You will not be cutting the contrasting fabric linings when quilting your own fabric. 

Quilt and trim to the above pre-quilted fabric cutting dimensions.  

 You will need to cut binding from the contrasting fabric. 

 



This is the calculation for a notebook different than 7” x 9 ½”: 

Height (H) _______ Width (W) ________  Thickness (T) _________ (this is of purchased notebook) 

Cutting for Rectangle Long Side:  (2 ½ x W) __________ + (2 x T) = _________ 

Cutting for Rectangle Short Side:  (H) _______ + 1”  = _________________ 

Cutting for Wide Flap Short Side:  (1/2 x W) ______  + 1”  = ________ 

Cutting for Wide Flap Long Side:  (H) ______ + 1”  = ________ 

Length of Binding will be perimeter of rectangle + short side of rectangle + 12” = ___________ 

Placement of narrow flap:  Measure finished width of wide flap.  Position narrow flap this distance from 

finished edge of wide flap. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


